
FURTHER PRACTICE 

 

TEST (UNIT 6) 

I. Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined. 

1. A.decorate B.market C.resolution D.celebrate 

2. A.smile B.so C.spring D.noise 

3. A.travel B.parent C.hand D.bad 

4. A.love B.pagoda C.mother D.come 

5. A.lucky B.shy C.why D.buy 

II. Find one odd word for each question, and then read them aloud.  

6. A.blossom B.apricot C.shopping D.flower 

7. A.decorate B.envelope C.repaint D.decorations 

8. A. visit B.repaint C.wish D.house 

9. A.Korea B.Japanese C.Scottish D.Dutch 

10. A.rooster B.writer C.gamer D.swimmer 

III. Choose the correct answers.  

11. Do you believe that the first footer  us good or bad luck? 

 A.must take B.should bring C.can make D.can bring 

12. Students  copy their classmates' work. 

 A.should B.shouldn't C.must D.not 

13. People in Laos  water over one another. 

 A.give B.throw C.take D.bring 

14. The American  a midnight kiss with someone they love. 

 A.share B.take C.brings D.celebrate 

15. People in many countries in the world often wear their  clothes on the New Year Day. 

 A.tradition B.traditional C.ordinary D.summer 

16. On New Year's Day, children in Korea make a   to their parents or elders and wish them a long and 

healthy  . 

 A.bow - live B. friend - lives C.bows - lives D.bow - life 

17. I wish you a  life and   health. 

 A.long - best B.big - good C.long - good D.happy - bad 

18. We should help our mothers  the table after the meal. 

 A.make B.to make C.clear D.to clearing 

19. I will   my lucky money in my piggy bank. 

 A.keep B.spend C.borrow D.give 

20. At Tet, many people present rice to wish  enough food throughout the year. 

 A.in B.at C.for D.with 

21. We shouldn't play music  after midnight. 

 A.careful B.right C.loud D.easy 

22. Some Vietnamese people don't eat shrimps  New Year's Day. 

 A.in B.on C.at D.during 

23. The Times Square Ball begins its fall  millions of voices countdown the final seconds of the year. 



 A.when B.during C.throughout D.because 

24. Children should help their parents  their house    flowers and pictures. 

 A.repaint - with B.make - more beautiful C.decorate - in D.decorate - with 

25. New Year's Eve is a night when members of a family often get  . 

 A.together B.another C.other D.others 

26. January 1
st
 is a day when people in Europe and America New Year. 

 A.see B.remember C.celebrate D.spend 

27. On New Year's Day, children  lucky money    red envelope. 

 A.get - in B.ask - on C.take - at D.have - with 

28. In London people cheer and sing when the clock  midnight on New Year's Eve. 

 A.gets B.strikes C.see D.goes 

29. People believe that  water over people will    . a lot of rain in the New Year. 

 A.throw - bring B.throwing - bring C.to throw - bringing D.throwing - bringing 

30. On New Year's Day, many people put on their best clothes and go to  or visit their   . 

 A.houses - friends B.pagodas - relatives C.pagoda - relative D.the main room – friend 

IV. Complete each of the following sentences with ONE suitable word.  

31. You   knock the door before you enter the office.  

32. You   eat a lot of fast food because it is not good for your health. 

33. In Viet Nam people shouldn't break things at Tet    they believe it will bring bad luck for the 

rest of the year.  

34. Temples in Japan    their bells 108 times to celebrate the New Year. 

35. It is a    in America to exchange a midnight kiss with someone they love. 

36. Tet is really a time of   and festivals throughout the country. 

37. Nowadays, the Tet holiday is   shorter, but people enjoy the festival very much. 

V. Match a word or phrase in column A with its meaning in column B. 

VI. Choosethe questions in column A with the answers in column B. 

VII. Choose the correct answer A, B, C, or D for each of the gaps to complete the following test. 

There are many Chinese festivals in Hong Kong. The Western New Year starts on the first day of January 

but the Chinese begin New Year on the first day of the first moon of the Chinese calendar. Before New Year's 

Day comes, people clean and decorate their houses, (48)   a lot of traditional food and go shopping for 

Answer A B 

  

  

  

  

  

38.  eve 

39.  decorate 

40.  gathering 

44.  piggy bank 

42.  celebrate 

a.  a small box often in a shape of a pig that children use for saving money in. 

b.  to do something special or enjoyable on an important day. 

c.  the day or evening before an important event. 

d.  a time when people come together 

e.  to add something in order to make a thing more beautiful to look at. 

Answer A B 

  

  

  

  

 

  

43.  When will we visit the pagoda? 

44.  Will we buy ‘banh chung’ for Tet? 

45.  Will you spend all your lucky money 

46.What will you do to help your parents 

before Tet? 

47.What shouldn't we do during Tet? 

a.  Well, I keep it in my piggy bank. 

b.  We shouldn't play games all day. 

c.  No, we will cook them ourselves. 

d.  On the first day of Tet 

 

e.  I help my father to repaint and decorate our house. 



presents and new clothes. New Year's Eve is the time (49)  every family gathers its members together 

for dinner.  

People (50) the New Year with a music performance and a firework display to light up the sky.  

On New Year's Day, they visit their friends and relatives. The children get lucky money in red envelopes. 

Many people go to the (51)   to wish for good health and good luck. Chinese people in Hong Kong 

celebrate the New Year with (52)  and happiness. 

48. A. take  B. bring  C. cook  D. sell  

49. A. when  B. after  C. before  D. during  

50. A. meet  B. see C. end  D. celebrate 

51. A. houses  B. pagodas  C. family  D. camps 

52. A. hopeful  B. hopeless  C. hope  D. hoping  

VIII. Read the text, and then choose the correct answers. 

 The most important celebration holiday in China is the Lunar New Year. At this time, shops are closed. 

People celebrate by having parties, by paying friendly phone calls to their neighbours, and by visiting the 

temples or pagodas to promises for the New Year. Children walk through the streets, carrying colourful lanterns 

and paper figures. Fireworks are also set off to light up the sky.  

 The time of  the New Year is also the time at which Chinese people decorate their homes. For example, the 

windows, which are made of thick paper are torn down, and new ones are put up.This  is also the time during 

which people pay their debts. Everyone tries to settle all his bills before the beginning of the New Year. Before 

New Year's Eve, people make their homes attractive by decorating them with flowers and plants, and hanging 

brightly-coloureddecorations.  

53. This passage as a whole is  about  . 

 A. paying debts  B. China  C. the Chinese New Year  D. New Year's promises  

54. The Lunar New Year is   . 

 A. an important Chinese holiday  B. the time for having large meals  

 C. a special time for children  D. the time when no one is in debt  

55. What can we infer from the passage?  

 A. The Chinese have only one holiday. 

 B. The Chinese New Year is happy.  

 C. The Chinese New Year celebration lasts seven days.  

 D. People don't go to church during the Chinese New Year. 

56. Which of these sentences is NOT true?  

 A. Fireworks are set off to light up the sky.  

 B. Chinese houses are made of paper. 

 C. Chinese people pay debts at New Year's.  

 D. People also decorate the windows.  

57. How can people make their homes attractive?  

 A. By decorating them with flowers and plants.  

 B. By decorating them with brightly-coloured decorations. 

 C.By hanging brightly-coloured decorations outside their homes.  

 D. By decorating them with flowers and plants, and hanging brightly-coloured decorations. 

IX. Rearrange the sentences in the correct order to make a conversation between Lan and her English 

friend, Daisy, about Tet in VietNam. Write the answer in each blank.  

58. _________ a. What do you usually do at Tet?  

59. _________ b. Oh, that sounds really interesting.  

60. _________ c. Well, it's on January 27
th

 this year.  

61. _________ d. What is Tet?  



62. _________ e. Well, we cook a lot of traditional food, visit our relatives and friends, and we also go to 

pagodas. 

63. _________ f. When is it exactly?  

64. _________ g. Do you know that the Tet holiday is next week?  

65. _________ h. It's the time when Vietnamese people celebrate the beginning of spring. 

X. Give advice with “should” or “shouldn’t”, using the words given in brackets. 

Example: You look very pale and terrible. (see a doctor) 

  You should see a doctor.  

66. You work until 11 every night. (not work so hard) 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

67. It's Mai's birthday on Saturday. I think we should do something. (buy her a nice birthday present) 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

68. The car did not start this morning. (take it to the garage) 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

69. Our train leaves at 6 o’clock tomorrow morning. (go to bed early tonight) 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

70. He always gives you the wrong advice. (not listen to him) 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

71. Everything will be all right. (not worry so much) 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

72. He doesn’t like this job because it’s so boring. (look for another one) 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

73. It’s so late to play music so loudly, we’ll wake up the neighbours. (turn it off) 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

74. Your hair is so long. (have a haircut) 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

75. He doesn’t understand the lesson. (meet the teacher after class) 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________  

XI. You the following set of words and phrases to write complete sentences. 

76. People/ decorate/ homes/ plants/ flowers.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

77. People/ try/nice/ polite/ each other/ because/ they/ want/good luck/ New Year's Day.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

78. They/ visit/ relatives/ friends/ they/ exchange/ New Year's wishes.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

79. Many people/ go/ pagoda/ have/ happy year/ their family.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

80. Tet/ a time/ fun/ festivals/ throughout/ country. 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 



 

UNIT 7 

I. Find the word which has a different sound in the underlined part.  

1. A.thirty B.theme C.both D.them 

2. A. brother B.weather C.through D.than 

3. A. schedule B.comedy C.red D.when 

4. A. channel B.game C.national D.relax 

5. A. show B. programme C.sport D.most 

II. Find one odd word for each question, and then read them aloud. 

6. A. comedian B. newsreader C.film producer D.programme 

7. A. cartoon B. world news C.studio D.documentary 

8. A. popular B. reporter C.exciting D.educational 

9. A. boring B. international C.national D.local 

10. A. viewer B. audience C.watcher D.director 

III. Choose the correct answers.  

11. Disney Channel is one of the most  channels    children . 

 A.good - for B.exciting - of C.popular - to D.popular - for 

12. My family enjoys watching game shows  they are very exciting and interesting. 

 A.because B.so C.but D.and 

13. VTV is a  television channel in Viet Nam, and it attracts millions of TV viewers in Viet Nam. 

 A.wide B.local C.international D.national 

14. "What is your   . TV programme?" - "It's cartoons" 

 A.good B.favourite C.best D.like 

15. "  do you like the Modern English programme? " - "Because it helps me with my English." 

 A.What B.How C.When D.Why 

16. My brother wants to become a  to tell TV viewers what the weather is like. 

 A.newsreader B.actor C.weatherman D.producer 

17. TV  can join in some game shows through telephone or by mail. 

 A.people B.weathermen C.newsreaders D.viewers 

18.   are films by pictures, not real people and often for children. 

 A.Documentaries B.Love stories C.Cartoons D.Detective stories 

19. Are there any good programs  teenagers on TV tonight? 

 A.to B.for C.of D.with 

20. My father works late tomorrow, so he will  the first part of the film on VTV1. 

 A.miss B.lose C.forget D.cut 

21. That TV programme is not only interesting  it also teaches children many things about family 

and friendship. 

 A.but B.so C.and D.because 

22. "  is the weather forecast programme on?"- "At 7.30 pm every day." 

 A.What B.How C.When D.Where 

23.   the newsreader on BBC One reads very fast, my brother can hear everything in the news. 

 A.But B.Although C.When D.But 

24. Children can participate in a TV  for a game show or a quiz show. 

 A.channel B.competition C.studio D.cartoon 



25. Millions of children around the world enjoy the cartoon because it can both  and   a 

young audience. 

 A.entertain - education B.entertainment – education 

 C.entertainment - educate D.entertain - educate 

26. Many people with different skills work hard  quality programmes for television. 

 A.produce B.to produce C.producing D.to producing 

27. The football match is on at 2 am  I can't watch it. 

 A.so B.although C.but D.then 

28. My father likes watching sports  on VTV3. 

 A.matches B.channels C.events D.athletes 

29. If you want to know what the weather is like tomorrow, watch the  . 

 A.weather forecast B.music show C.game show D.quiz show 

30. "  is that TV programme directed by?" - "By a famous Vietnamese director." 

 A.What B.Where C.When D.Who 

IV. Choose the right word from the box for each description below. 

 

31. ____________: a person who tells the actors, cameramen, etc. what to do in a programme, film, play, etc.  

32. ____________: an actor who makes people laugh by telling jokes.  

33. ____________: a person who finds and speaks the news on the television. 

34. ____________: a person that makes television programme. 

35. ____________: a person who operates a camera for a film or a television programme.  

V. Make questions for the underlined part in each sentence.  

36. Watching too much TV is not good because it hurts your eyes.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

37. We often read books and play sports in our free time.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

38. The Wingless Penguin is about the adventure of a child penguin who has no win. 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

39. Children love the Wingless Penguin series because the child penguin is so cute, clever, and funny.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

40. The programme is on the Disney Channel.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

41. The TV programme "Let's Learn" appears in over 80 countries.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

42. Both parents and their children enjoy the programme.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

43. The Animals programme is on at 8 o'clock Wednesday night.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

44. I watch TV one or two hours a day.  

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

45. I can get enough information for my essay by watching TV and visiting some websites. 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

TV reporter TV producer comedian cameraman director 



VI. Match the questions with the answers, and write the answers in the blanks. 

 Questions  Answers 

______ 46. What time is the film on VTV3 on?  

______ 47. Who is the favourite VTV newsreader 

this year?  

______ 48. What will the Animals programme tell 

people about?  

______ 49. Why can't you watch the football 

match on VTV3 tonight?  

______ 50. What's your favourite cartoon?  

______ 51. How long does the film last?  

______ 52. What is the event in the Sports 

programme this evening?  

______ 53. Who is the leading actor in that film? 

______ 54. What kind of TV programme do you 

like most?  

______ 55. Why do children like the TV series? 

a) It's the Formula 1 Racing 46 in Malaysia. 

b) Because they are interesting and entertaining. 

 

c) It's Johnny Depp. 

 

d) It's the Cartoons programme. 

 

e) At 9 pm. 

f) It's Mr Quang Minh. 

g) It's about the life of birds, elephants, tigers, lions, 

etc. 

h) Because it's too late. 

i) Of course, it's Tom and Jerry. 

 

j) About one and a half hour. 
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VII. Choose the correct answer A, B, C, or D for each of the gaps to complete the following text.  

 Television first came some sixty years ago in the 1950s. Nowadays, it is one of the most (56)  

 sources of entertainment for both the old and the young. Television brings (57)   for children, world 

news, music and many other (58)  . If someone likes sports, he can just choose the right sports,  (59) 

  . It is not difficult for us to see why (60)   is a TV set in almost every home today. 

56. A.cheap B.expensive C.popular D.exciting 

57. A.news B.cartoons C.sports D.plays 

58. A.sets B.reports C.channels D.programmes 

59. A.athletes B.channel C.time D.studio 

60. A.it B.this C.that D.there 

VIII. Read the passage, and decide whether the sentences are true (T) or false (F). 

 Television is an important invention of the 20
th

 century. It has been so popular that we can't imagine what life 

would be like if there were no television. Television is a major means of communication and entertainment. It brings 

pictures and sound from around the world into millions of homes. Through television, viewers can see and learn about 

people, places and things in distant lands. Television widens our knowledge by introducing new ideas which may lead 

us to new hobbies and recreations. In addition to the news, television provides us with a variety of programs that can 

satisfy every taste. Most people now seem to like spending their evenings watching television than to go out. 

61. Television is an important means of communication.   ___________  

62. Television provides us with a variety of programs.  ___________  

63. Most people don't like watching TV in the evening.  ___________  

64. Television can't satisfy all our tastes.   ___________   

65. People can learn many things through TV.  ___________  

IX. There is ONE mistake in each sentence, try to find the mistake and correct it. 

66. There are much music programmes on TV nowadays.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

67. The Discovery Channel makes education funny for children all over the world.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

68. Would you like go to the theater with me tonight?  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

69. Although I enjoy sports every much, but I don't often watch the Sports programmes. 

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

70. The News programme help TV viewers know about what happens every day in their country as well as all over 

the world.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

X. Rewrite the following sentences, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same.  

71. Cartoons are colourful and funny: that's why children enjoy watching them.  

 Children enjoy watching cartoons ___________________________________________________________  

72. VTV Channels offer many interesting programmes in different subjects. VTV Channels are broadcast in several 

languages.  

 VTV Channels offer many interesting programmes in different subjects  ____________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

73. That film is very famous in the USA but not many Vietnamese people know it.  

 Not many Vietnamese people know that film  __________________________________________________  

74. Many people think the Fashion programme is only for women;the programme is for everyone.  

 Many people think the Fashion programme is only for women  ____________________________________  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

75. I am going to have a test tomorrow; I can't watch the cartoon.  

 I am going to have a test tomorrow  __________________________________________________________  
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XI. Make sentences using the words and phrases given.  

76. Game show/ this week/ test/ knowledge/ rain forests.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

77. Questions/ quiz show/ about different subjects/ grade one/ grade six. 

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

78. That singer/live show/ theater/ be/ TV/tomorrow. 

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

79. That channel/ tell/ people/ life/ animals/ world.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

80. Show/ help/ us/ remember/ childhood. 

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  
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UNIT 8 

I. Find the word which has a different sound in the underlined part.  

1. A. square B.badminton C.grandfather D.match 

2. A. idea B.reason C.feature D.teacher 

3. A.easy B.please C.weak D.pear 

4. A. goggles B.sport C. stop D.not 

5. A. match B.machine C.champion D.chess 

II. Find one odd word for each question, and then read them aloud.  

6. A. basketball B.volleyball C.football D.chess 

7. A.marathon B.running C.swimming D.high jump 

8. A. net B.ball C.racket D.bicycle 

9. A.swimmer B. gym C.athlete D.player 

10. A.sporty B.play C.hit D.kick 

III. Choose the correct answers.  

11. I usually play football when I have  . 

 A.spare time B.good time C.no time D.times 

12. In team sports, the two teams  against each other in order to get the better score. 

 A. are B.do C.make D.compete 

13.   draw on the walls and tables, please . 

 A.Do B.Don't C.Should D.Shouldn't 

14. Nam plays sports very often, so he looks very  . 

 A.sport B.sports C.sporty D.sporting 

15. Last summer, I  fishing with my uncle in the afternoon. 

 A.go B.went C.goes D.going 

16. I like watching football matches, but I am not very good  playing football. 

 A.at B.in C.on D.for 

17. Team sports are sometimes called  sports. 

 A.compete B.competition C.competitor D.competitive 

18. "  do you do judo?" - "Twice a week.". 

 A.When B.Where C.How often D.Why 

19.   sports do you like watching on TV?  . 

 A.How B.What C.Do D.How often 

20. Football is regarded  the most popular sport in the world. 

 A.for B.as C.like D.of 

21. Sports and games  an important part in our lives. 

 A.play B.do C.go D.make 

22. When you go to the zoo, don't  the animals. 

 A.play B.do C.tease D.watch 

23. Playing sports helps us get   . 

 A.fat B.free C.fittest D.fitter 

24. Nam's dream is to become a  . 

 A.loser B.champion C.contest D.gamer 

25. "I'd like to watch motor racing because it is very  ." 

 A.frightening B.exciting C.excited D.boring 

26. My sister often  badminton in her free time. 
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 A.play B.plays C.playing D.to play 

27. Marathon is considered a/an  sport. 

 A.team B.individual C.indoor D.sporting 

28. Our school football team  the match with Tran Phu School last Sunday. 

 A.wins B.won C.scores D. scored 

29. Tam   three goals for our team and made it a hat trick. 

 A.scores B.scored C.plays D.played 

30. Blackburn Rover is at the bottom of the league. They  most of their matches this season. 

 A.played B.won C.lost D.scored 

IV. Complete the short conversations. Choose the correct answer: A, B or C. 

31. "I enjoy playing tennis."  

 A. -"I don't like reading."  

 B.- "Where do you play?" 

 C.- "In the afternoons." 

32. "It's sunny today."  

 A.- "I like camping." 

 B.- "How much is the ticket?"  

 C.-"Yes. Do you want to go to the beach?"  

33. "I love football."  

 A. - "What's your favourite team?"  

 B.- "Do you like football?"  

 C. - "I'm watching a match."  

34. "Can you pick up the ball, please?"  

 A. - "I play football on Tuesdays."  

 B.- "Yes, of course I do."  

 C.- “Yes, here you are."  

35. "What is the most popular sport in our country?"  

 A. -"Yes, I play football every Sunday."  

 B. - "You know I do judo twice a week."  

 C. – “I think football is" 

V. Match the questions with the answers, and write the answer in each blank.  

VI. Read the passage, and then decide whether the sentences are True or False.  

 I have three good friends: Ba, Lan and Hoa. They like sports. Ba likes soccer and tennis;Lan likes badminton; and 

Hoa likes aerobics. They all like watching soccer on television. Ba often plays soccer in the afternoon with his 

classmates at the weekend. Lan plays badminton twice a week; and Hoa does aerobics on Thursday and Sunday. Lan 

and Hoa play sports at the sports club. 

41. Ba, Lan and Hoa like the same sports.  ___________  

42. Ba plays soccer every day.   ___________  

43. Lan plays badminton three times a week.   ___________  

44. Hoa does aerobics twice a week.   ___________  

Answer A B 

  36. Which sports do you play? a) Once a week. 

  37. What does your brother do in his spare time? b) Just a racket. 

  38. How often do you do karate? c) I play table tennis. 

  39. What should I bring to play table tennis? d) Well, OK. 

  40. Will you come with me this Sunday morning? e) He plays football. 
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45. Lan and Hoa play sports at home.   ___________  

VII. Read Leo's report about his favourite sport. Choose the correct answer A, B or C. 

"Water polo is a new sport at our school, but we have a good team now. We practise after school on Thursday at 

the Northside Pool and we're doing well in the National Schools Competition.  

There are seven players in a water polo team. The game is a bit like football because each team tries to score a 

goal with a ball. But in water polo you don't use your feet - you catch and throw the ball with one hand. And you 

never stop swimming. A game lasts 32 minutes, and in that time you swim up and down a 30-metre pool lots of times. 

If you aren't fit, water polo isn't the sport for you!  

 For me, it's great, because I love being in the water and I can swim fast. I also enjoy being part of a team. We 

have some excellent players and we're all good friends. So it's fun, and it's also a fantastic way to get fit." 

 Leo Johnson  

46. People play water polo   . 

 A. in a stadium  B. in a swimming pool  C. at the beach  

47. His team plays  . 

 A. well  B. badly  C. in a new competition  

48. Water polo players   . 

 A. often play football  B. bounce the ball  C. doesn't kick the ball  

49. In a water polo game, players   . 

 A. can't use their hands  B. sometimes swim 30 metres  C. swim all the time  

50. Leo  . 

 A. isn't very fit  B. can swim quickly  C. likes playing individually  

VIII. What do you say in these situations? 

51. The class is very noisy when the teacher is away for a few minutes.  

 You say, " ______________________________________________________________________________ " 

52. Nam watches too much television but doesn't play any sports.  

 You say, " ______________________________________________________________________________ " 

53. The examinations are coming, but your classmate, Hung, doesn't study hard enough.  

 You say, " ______________________________________________________________________________ " 

54. The pool is very deep, and it also has rocks. 

 You say," ______________________________________________________________________________ " 

55. Teasing wild animals is very dangerous.  

 You say, " ______________________________________________________________________________ " 

IX. Put the words in the correct order.  

56. go/ do/ weekend/ on/ always/ fishing/ parents/ their?  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

57. every/ play/ day/ badminton/ Lan/ does?  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

58. now/ doing/ she/ aerobics/ is. 

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

59. children/ to/ movies/ do/ the/ how/ go/ the/ often?  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

60. often/ video/ the/ games/ plays/ Nam/ afternoon/ in.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

61. a/ the/ sometimes/ students/ picnic/ have.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

62. camping/ they/ go/ do/ sometimes?  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  
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63. usually/ his/ swimming/ with/ friends/ he/ goes.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

64. sailing/ my house/ my classmate Nam/on the river/ last summer/ went/ with/ I/ near.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

65. your eyes/ swimming/ should/ when/ goggles/ you/ you/ go/ wear/ to protect 

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

X. Make questions for the underlined part in each sentence.  

66. The Olympics Games are held once every four years. 

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

67. The children are playing tug of war. 

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

68. The first Olympic Games took place in Greece in 776 BC.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

69. Pelé began his career at the age of 15. 

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

70. I really like swimming because it helps me keep fit. 

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

XI. There is ONE mistake in each sentence, try to find the mistake and correct it. 

71. Unluckily, we won the game although we practised a lot.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

72. His team promise that they should win the match next summer.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

73. His favourite sport is table tennis, although his father will give him a racket for his 13
th

 birthday.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

74. Can you say the difference between a sport and a game?  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

75. In my spare time, I do judo and play a lot of running.  

  ______________________________________________________________________________________  

XII. Rewrite the following sentences, beginning as shown, so that the meaning stays the same.  

76. My brother plays football very well.  

 My brother is  ___________________________________________________________________________ . 

77. Mai likes playing badminton most.  

 Badminton is  ___________________________________________________________________________ . 

78. Sports and games are very important in children's lives.  

 Sports and games play ____________________________________________________________________ . 

79. Children take part in many after-school activities when school finishes.  

 Children do  ____________________________________________________________________________ . 

80. Lan is very good at basketball.  

 Lan can ________________________________________________________________________________ . 

 

 


